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In 2009, Moscow opened negotiations with
Paris to purchase the Mistral class
amphibious assault ship. In December
2010, Russia indicated that it was prepared
to move forward with an agreement to buy
two Mistral class warships,with the option
of building two more jointly at a Russian
shipyard. Neither Russia, nor the Soviet
Union ever possessed a vessel with the
capabilities of the Mistral class. An
amphibious assault ship would be a new
addition tothe Soviet/Russian naval
arsenal. The fact that Russia must turn to
foreign suppliers to modernize its fleet
capabilities indicates that Russias domestic
arms industry lacks the capability to
produce a range of modern warships.
TheMistral is the first significant arms sale
of a major NATO power (France) to a
country that some still see as a threat. For
this reason, the sale has raised fears among
the smaller NATO members, who charge
that Paris has brushed aside their security
concerns for national and economic
reasons. This thesis argues that the Mistral
sale is driven by Russias need to acquire
modern command and control and
shipbuilding technologies, rather than
increase itsamphibious assault capabilities
per se.
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then French President The studies for a multi-purpose intervention ship (French: batiment .. apart from the Soviet
Unions acquisition of Rolls-Royce Nene and Russian Acquisition of the French Mistral Amphibious Assault ENS
Gamal Abdel Nasser (L1010) is an Egyptian Navy amphibious assault ship, a type of helicopter carrier, of the
French-designed Mistral class. It was originally built for the Russian Navy and underwent sea trials. The Russian
acquisition of French Mistral-class amphibious assault ships is considered to be the largest mistral Russian Military
Reform Earlier this year, HMCS Protecteur, one of two of Canadas supply ships, suffered moment for the Navy to
acquire Frances Mistral-class Amphibious Assault Ships. He argues that this would not only block Russia from
purchasing them, but Policy Studies at UBC and a Research Fellow at the Institute of Asian Research. Why Is France
Building Warships For Russia? VICE News A French Mistral-class helicopter carrier craft docks on the Neva River
in the planned delivery of two new warships to Russia in 2014 after the the Canadian Armed Forces is not pursuing the
acquisition of these vessels at this time. little in the way of formal study on the long-term ownership costs and ENS
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Amphibious Assault Ship: An FRENCH MISTRAL AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT WARSHIPS Russias need to acquire
modern command and control and shipbuilding technologies, rather than The Russian Armed Forces in Transition:
Economic, geopolitical and - Google Books Result ENS Anwar El Sadat (L1020) is an Egyptian Navy amphibious
assault ship, a type of helicopter carrier, of the French Mistral class. It was originally built in France for the Russian
Navy as part of a contract for two of these warships and underwent sea trials. The contract with Russia was subsequently
cancelled by France and an Russian acquisition of these two French Mistral-class amphibious assault Mistral-class
amphibious assault ship - Wikiwand The Mistral class is a class of three amphibious assault ships, also known as a A
deal for two ships for the Russian Navy was announced by then French In 1997, the DCNS started a study for a
multi-purpose intervention ship .. Subsequently, Egypt and France concluded the deal to acquire two former Russian
Mistral A Study of the Russian Acquisition of the French Mistral Amphibious A study of the Russian acquisition
of the French Mistral amphibious assault warships with Paris to purchase the Mistral class amphibious assault ship. to
move forward with an agreement to buy two Mistral class warships, A study of the Russian acquisition of the French
- Calhoun Home Yet, the processes involved, reminiscent of earlier Soviet and Russian efforts to interest in procuring
Mistral amphibious assault ships from France, to acquire Study of the Russian Acquisition of the French Mistral
Amphibious Study of the Russian Acquisition of the French Mistral Amphibious Assault to buy two Mistral class
warships, with the option of building two more jointly at a June 2011 Russian Military Reform A Study of the
Russian Acquisition of the French Mistral Amphibious Assault Warships. Front Cover. Patrick T. Baker. Naval
Postgraduate School, 2011 ENS Gamal Abdel Nasser - Wikipedia The Mistral class is a class of three amphibious
assault ships, also known as a A deal for two ships for the Russian Navy was announced by then French In 1997, the
DCNS started a study for a multi-purpose intervention ship .. Subsequently, Egypt and France concluded the deal to
acquire two former Russian Mistral French Amphibious Assault Ships 2017 - Read Sorry, France Russia To Build
Powerful Mistral-style Assault Ships. Sorry, France Russia To Egypts Acquisition Of The Mistral Amphibious Assault
Ship An . A Study Of The Russian Acquisition Of The French Mistral - Sldinfo. A Study Of Mistral-class amphibious
assault ship - Wikipedia, the free The Mistral class is a class of three amphibious assault ships, also known as a A
deal for two ships for the Russian Navy was announced by then French In 1997, the DCNS started a study for a
multi-purpose intervention ship .. Subsequently, Egypt and France concluded the deal to acquire two former Russian
Mistral Billion-dollar backroom deal for Canada to buy French helicopter The Mistral is a modern, advanced
amphibious assault ship capable of the Russian acquisition of the Mistral-class ships from France. In the Future of the
Russian Navy - Wikipedia A Study of the Russian Acquisition of the French Mistral Amphibious Mistral, Russian
Navy, Russian Naval Modernization, Amphibious Assault Warships, A study of the Russian acquisition of the French
Mistral amphibious A study of the Russian acquisition of the French Mistral amphibious assault to buy two Mistral
class warships, with the option of building two more jointly at a A Study of the Russian Acquisition of the French
Mistral Amphibious FRENCH MISTRAL AMPHIBIOUS ASSAULT WARSHIPS Russias need to acquire modern
command and control and shipbuilding technologies, rather than Mistral-class amphibious assault ship - Wikipedia A Study of the Russian Acquisition of the French Mistral Amphibious. Assault Warships. 6. AUTHOR(S) Patrick
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Thomas Baker. 5. FUNDING NUMBERS. 7. June 30, 2011 Russian Military Reform The Mistral class is a class of
three amphibious assault ships, also known as a A deal for two ships for the Russian Navy was announced by then
French President Nicolas In 1997, the DCNS started a study for a multi-purpose intervention ship .. Russia and a NATO
country, apart from the Soviet Unions acquisition of A study of the Russian acquisition of the French - Calhoun
Home Following the dissolution of the Soviet Union in the 1990s, the Russian Navy struggled to adjust The Black Sea
Fleet will receive 18 new surface ships and submarines, also provides funds for the purchase of two Mistral class assault
ships. . France as the winner of a tender to build four Mistral-class ships for Russia.
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